CENTERLINE
by invite only
for the world’s most discerning traveler
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built to elevate an already special experience

CENTERLINE
smarter. simpler.
guaranteed.
Welcome to the Priester Aviation Jet Card. Creating an entirely new
private aviation service built to elevate an already special experience.
When we envisioned the Jet Card, we focused on making the
impossible, possible. Time is ever so valuable and should be treated as
such. Eliminate the stress of traditional private charter with immediate
booking and guaranteed availability. With our Jet Card, each
experience is tailored without sacrificing safety or quality to achieve
every members’ wishes and desires.
Let us help you to focus on the things that matter to you most.
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Reserved for the most discerning. Flying in the elite stratosphere
of the top 1% of private jet operators is The Priester Way. Priester
Aviation is a pioneer as a founding member of the Air Charter Safety
Foundation, fostering a rigorous safety culture within its own company.
We’ve earned the highest safety accreditations, which include ARGUS
Platinum rating, Wyvern, IS-BAO Stage 3 and Air Charter Safety
Foundation certifications.† Our passengers deserve to know that they
are safe and secure at all times.

Aircraft operated by Priester Aviation, LLC, FAR Part 135 Air Carrier Certificate #PRA248H.
Flights arranged on Priester Aviation’s vetted Preferred Partner Network are operated under FAR Part 135 approved U.S. air carriers with an ARGUS Platinum or Gold rating.
†

built on a culture of safety

built on the spirit of limitless possibilities

Private.
Personalized.
Perfect.
As one of the largest private jet operators, Priester’s
Jet Card provides more flexibility and experience as a
jet operator than traditional jet cards or membership
programs that don’t actually operate aircraft as their
core business.
Priester’s Jet Card offers its core fleet of on-demand
private aircraft alongside a closed fleet of operators
with hand-selected aircraft, vetted by its strict
standard of excellence.
Closed Fleet Certification
• Minimum of $300,000,000 liability insurance
• ARGUS Platinum or Gold Rated
• Flight crew and aircraft TripCheq
• Emergency Response Plan (ERP)
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Priester Aviation’s 24/7 Global Command Center

Simplicity of
The Jet Card
built to serve the most discerning traveler
Immediate booking

Guaranteed availability

No positioning fees

Flexible cabin class

$

Point to point pricing

Vetted closed fleet

Concierge-level service

Refer to Priester’s Jet Card contract for full details

Centerline Jet Card Fleet
freedom to choose.

Centerline Service Area
& Gateway Airport Regions
MID JETS

SUPER-MID JETS

L ARGE

ULTRA LONG RANGE

Learjet 45, 45XR,

Citation Sovereign (+), X

Challenger 601, 604,

Gulfstream GV, G500, G550

Learjet 70, 75, 60, 60XR

Hawker 4000

Challenger 605, 650

Gulfstream G650, G650ER

Citation Excel, XLS

Gulfstream G200, G280

Falcon 2000, 2000EX

Falcon 7X

Hawker 800A, 800XP,

Falcon 50, 50EX

Falcon 2000 EASy/LXS

Global Express, XRS
Global Express 5000, 6000

Hawker 900XP, 950XP

Legacy 450, 500

Legacy 600, 650

Gulfstream G100, G150

Challenger 300, 350

Gulfstream GIVsp, G450

Phenom 300
UP TO 7 SEATS

Falcon 900, 900EX, 900LX
UP TO 8 SEATS

UP TO 9 SEATS

Available through
on-demand program

built on over seven decades of trust

Flying Legends
Since 1945
Priester Aviation was founded by George Priester in 1945 as a flight training school that evolved into the
private aviation services company that it is today. It was a simple proposition at first, to provide a platform
to educate and demonstrate the practices of a progressing industry that would eventually integrate itself
into the lives of on-the-go business and leisure travelers alike. As businesses began to expand globally,
the need for point-to-point travel became a necessity and alternatives to commercial airline service were
imperative. Priester’s goal was to provide executives and other discerning travelers with premium private
aviation services individually tailored to fit their needs.
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Circa 1974: Priester Aviation’s first fleet of Learjets

www. priesterav .com // + 1 888 323 7887

